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Abstract 
Most recursive extensions of the first-order queries converge around two central classes of 
queries: &point and &i/e. Infinitary logic (with finitely many variables) is a very powerful 
extension of these languages which provides an elegant unifying formalism for a wide variety of 
query languages. However, neither the syntax nor the semantics of infinitary logic are effective, 
and its connection to practical query languages has been largely unexplored. We relate infinitary 
logic to another powerful extension of jxpoint and whi[e, called relational machine, which 
highlights the computational style of these languages. Relational machines capture the kind of 
computation occurring when a query language is embedded in a host programming language, as 
in C+SQL. The main result of this paper is that relational machines correspond to the natural 
effective fragment of infinitary logic. Other well-known query languages are related to infinitary 
logic using syntactic restrictions formulated in language-theoretic terms. For example, it is shown 
that while corresponds to infinitary logic formulas which can be described by a regular language. 
As a side effect to these results, we obtain interesting normal forms for effective infinitary logic 
formulas. 
1. Introduction 
Recently, there has been considerable interaction between database theory and finite- 
model theory [ 171. A particularly useful formalism developed in finite-model theory 
is injinitary logic, an extension of first-order logic with infinite conjunctions and dis- 
junctions [ll]. Infinitary logic with finitely many variables (denoted LO,,) (see [lo]) 
provides an elegant framework for studying important phenomena such as O-l laws 
[26] and expressive power of query languages [8,25]. 
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While infinitary logic is an elegant theoretical tool, infinitary logic formulas have a 
noneffective syntax, and can define noncomputable queries. Thus, infinitary logic is not 
practical in the context of databases. Nevertheless, most query languages are subsumed 
by the infinitary logic L’&,,,, which thus provides a useful unifying formalism for such 
languages. Indeed, L$, is not as exotic as it may sound; programs with recursion 
usually “compute” infinitary logic formulas. Consider for instance the Datalog program 
vx, .?J> + w7 Y) 
T(x, y) + E(x,z), T(z, .Y) 
The following equivalent infinitary logic formula is obtained by unfolding the 
computation of the above program: 
cp = E(x, v> v (3Zl )(ax,zl> A WI, v)) v (3 Zl,Z2)(E(X,Zl) A E(Zl,Z2) A E(z2,y)) v . . . 
(As shown in Section 5, this can also be written more economically as a LO&,,-formula, 
using just 3 variables repeatedly.) 
The purpose of this paper is to understand the connection between various query 
languages and infinitaty logic, focusing primarily on L’$,, the infinitary logic with 
finitely many variables. The main result is to identify a natural effectioe fragment of 
infinitary logic, and relate it to known computational models for queries. We also show 
that well-known restricted database languages correspond to syntactic restrictions of the 
infinitary logics, described in language-theoretic terms. 
To formalize the natural effective fragment of L’&(,,, we define syntactic and semantic 
notions of recursively enumerable (r.e.) formula. The semantic notion of r.e. requires 
the set of ,finite models 3 of a sentence to be r.e.; the syntactic notion is based on the 
enumeration of the (syntactic) components of the sentence. The main result establishes 
an intimate connection between the effective fragments of 15%~ and a computing device 
which subsumes most database query languages. The device, called typed relational 
machine 4 (or simply relational machine), consists of a Turing machine interacting 
with a velutionul store via fixed first-order (FO) queries. This model is similar in 
spirit to the computation carried out in practical languages such as C+SQL, where FO 
queries are embedded in a host programming language. The connection with relational 
machines yields an interesting normal form for formulas in effective 15%~. The connec- 
tion can also be used to prove robustness properties of the relational machine model. 
For example, one can allow significantly more flexible interfaces between the host pro- 
gramming language and the database, e.g., by including dynamically generated queries 
and addressable relations, without increasing the expressive power of the model. 
Finally, we examine the connection between infinitary logic and well-known 
restricted query languages like fixpoint and while [ 151, the most well-studied extensions 
of FO, which motivated defining both infinitary logic and relational machines. We 
3 Here and in the following. we are exclusively interested in finite models. Thus the word model refers to 
finite models only. 
4 The relational machine was introduced in [5] as GM”““’ (loosely-coupled generic machine). The term 
relational machine was first used in [3]. 
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describe syntactic restrictions of infinitary logic corresponding to such languages, by 
characterizing the “shape” of allowed formulas. This is done in language-theoretic 
terms. For example, we show that while corresponds to infinitary logic formulas whose 
shape can be described by a regular language. 
The paper is organized as follows. After some preliminaries (Section 2), we define 
the effective fragments of infinitary logics and relate them to relational machines in 
Section 3. We consider a generalization to “untyped” machines in Section 4. The con- 
nection with restricted query languages, yielding characterizations in language-theoretic 
terms, is considered in Section 5. 
2. Preliminaries 
We assume basic knowledge of databases [ 1,23,3 l] and formal language theory [2 11. 
In this section, we define the infinitary logics L,, and L’&, [lo] and briefly present 
the database languages and computational devices that are considered in the paper, 
namely, $xpoint, n&k, and relational machines. 
A database schema cr is a finite set of predicates of fixed arity (denoted P, Q, R, . . .). 
An instance over rr is a mapping associating to each predicate in g a finite relation 
of appropriate arity. We use interchangeably the terms instance and jinite structure. 
All structures considered here are finite. A query q is a mapping from finite structures 
over an input schema to finite structures of the same domain (i.e., the same set of 
elements as the input) over an output schema. The mapping must be computable and 
generic: for each isomorphism v of an input I, q(v(l)) = v(cp(Z)). A query language 
is called complete [14] if it expresses exactly all queries. 
We next present FO and other relational languages of interest such as jxpoint and 
while. We then introduce the infinitary logics, and conclude this section with a brief 
presentation of relational machines. 
2.1. Relutional lunguages 
FO 
Most traditional query languages are based on first-order logic (FO) without func- 
tion symbols. The FO formulas over predicate symbols {RI, . . , R,} are built from 
atomic formulas Rl(xl, . , x,) (Ri of arity m) and equality x = y using the standard 
connectives V, A, 7 and quantifiers 3,V. The semantics is also standard. Codd introduced 
a many-sorted algebraization of FO called relational algebra [31]) which involves 7~ 
(projection), x (cross product), U (set union), - (set difference), and cricJ (select from 
a relation the tuples where the ith and jth coordinates are equal). 
The simplicity of Codd’s algebraization of FO and the fact that FO queries are 
in (uniform) ACO [12] (and, thus, in a reasonable sense, take constant parallel time) 
explain the appeal of FO as a query language. 
The collection of FO-formulas with at most k variables is denoted FOk. Throughout 
the paper, we will use the notion of composition of FOk formulas. When composing 
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a formula Y with a formula $, $ is substituted in place of some relation occurring in 
v. Thus, we assume that each formula used in a composition has a designated relation 
that is to be used in that composition. If that relation is R for formula v, we denote 
this by v(R) and call R the carrier of compositions for v. 
Suppose v(R) is an FO” formula whose carrier of compositions is a relation R of 
arity Y, r<k. Let $(uI,.. ., u,) be an FOk formula with Y free variables vi,. . ., a,. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that v and $ use the same set of vari- 
ables {xi,. . . ,xk}. For each sequence of Y distinct variables WI,, . . , w,. from among 
{xI....,xk}, I(/(wl,... ,w,.) is the formula obtained from $(ui,. . . ,G’,.) as follows. Let 
p be some permutation of {xi,. . . ,xk} such that p(ui) = wi, 1 <id r. The formula 
ti(wl,. . , w,) is obtained by replacing in $(a,, . . . , v,) each occurrence of xi by p(xi), 
1 <id k. Clearly, $(wi,. . . , w,) is equivalent to Ic/(vi,. . . , u,) and its set of variables is 
included in {xl,. . ,xk}. 
Finally, v($) denotes the formula obtained as follows. Consider an atom R(wl, . . . , w,) 
in v. We can assume the w, are distinct (if not, equalities among distinct variables can 
be explicitly stated; for example, R(x,,xl) is replaced by I.Q[R(xI,x~) Axi = x2]). The 
formula v($) is obtained by replacing each atom R(wl,. . . , w,) in v by $(wi,. . . , w,). 
Note that v($) is still an FOk formula using variables XI,. . . ,&. 
Most of the extensions of FO with recursion that have been proposed converge 
towards two classes of queries, jxpoint and while [ 151. Although widely varying 
paradigms can be used to extend FO (e.g. procedural, logic, or logic programming), 
most languages based on the various paradigms express either the jixpoint or the while 
queries. 
While 
The first language expressing the while queries was the while language, originally 
introduced in [15] in a procedural form. The language extends FO with an itera- 
tion construct. More precisely, the while language provides: (i) relational variables 
(P, Q, R.. .) which can hold relations of specified sorts (arities), (ii) assignment of re- 
lational algebra expressions to relational variables, and (iii) a while construct allowing 
to iterate a program while some condition holds. 
The assignment statement is of the form 
P := e 
where e is an algebra expression and P a relational variable of the same sort as the 
result of e. The semantics of an assignment statement is: the value of P becomes the 
result of evaluating the algebra expression e on the current state of the database. 
While loops are of the form 
while (condition) do 
begin (loop body) end. 
Termination conditions for while loops are tests of emptiness of the form e = 0 or 
e # 0, where e is a relational algebra expression. The body of the loop is executed as 
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long as the condition is satisfied. A while program is a finite sequence of assignment or 
while statements, The program uses a finite set of relational variables, some of which 
are names of relations in the input database. A designated relational variable holds the 
output to the query at the end of the computation. One can view a while program as 
defining one query for each of its relational variables. 
Note that while programs may not terminate and that they are in PSPACE. Indeed, 
while expresses PSPACE on ordered databases [32], but cannot express the evenness 
query ’ on an unordered set [ 131. 
Fixpoint logics 
The main construct of fixpoint logics, called ajxpoint operator, allows the iteration 
of FO formulas up to a fixpoint. This in effect allows defining relations inductively, 
using FO formulas. To illustrate this, consider the transitive closure of a graph G. The 
relations T,, holding pairs of nodes at distance at most n can be defined inductively 
using a single formula 
v(T) = W,.v) v T(x,.v) v %T(x,z) A G(z,.v)) 
as follows: 
To = 0; 
T,z = cp(Tn-I), n > 0. 
Here cp( T,- i ) denotes the result of evaluating cp( T) when the value of T is T,- 1. Note 
that, for any given G, the sequence {T } n nao converges, i.e. there exists some k for 
which Tk = T, for every j > k (indeed, k is the diameter of the graph). Clearly, Tk 
holds the transitive closure of the graph. Thus, the transitive closure T of G can be 
defined as the limit of the above sequence. Note that Tk = cp(Tk), so Tk is also a 
fixpoint of q(T). The relation Tk is denoted by p~(cp(T)). Then the transitive closure 
of G is defined by 
PT(W,.V) v T(x, v> v %T(xJ) A G(z, VI>). 
Thus, pr is an operator which produces a new relation (the fixpoint Tk) when applied 
to cp( T). Note that, although T is used in q(T), T is not a database relation, but 
rather a relation used to define inductively pr((p( T)) from the database, starting with 
T = 8. T is said to be bound to pr. Indeed, pr is somewhat similar to a quantifier 
over relations. 
In the above example, the limit of the sequence {T,}, a0 happens to exist. This is 
not always the case. Indeed, for 
cp(T)=(x=OA~T(O)A~T(1))v(x=OAT(1))V(x=1AT(O)) 
the sequence {T,}, a 0 is {(O)},{(l)},{(Oi},..., i.e. T flip-flops between zero and one. 
The sequence does not converge, so p~(cp(T)) is not defined. Thus, the operator p is 
5 The evenness query on a set S is the query men(S) = true iff /SI is even 
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defined for some formulas and databases, and undefined for others. Since ,u is only 
partially defined, it is called a partial jixpoint operator. We define its syntax and 
semantics in more detail next. 
Partial fixpoint operator 
Let o be a database schema, and T a relation schema not in rr, of arity m. Let g’ 
denote the schema (T U {T}. Let cp(T) be an FO formula using T and relations in 
O, with m free variables. Given an instance I over cr, ~T((P(T)) denotes the relation 
which is the limit, zy it exists, of the sequence { T,},>o defined by: 
To = 0; 
Tn = cp(Tn-I), n > 0, 
where cp( T,-1 ) denotes the result of evaluating cp on the instance J over C’ whose 
restriction to cr is I and J(T) = T,,-1 . 
Thus, ,u~((p(T)) denotes a new relation (if it is defined). In turn, it can be used in 
more complex formulas like any other relation. For example, pr(qD( T))(y,z) states that 
(YJ) is in ,w(dT)). If PT((P(T)) d e fi nes the transitive closure of G, the complement 
of the transitive closure is defined by 
{(x>Y) I ~PT(cP(T))(x~Y)~. 
The extension of FO with p is called partial jixpoint logic, denoted FO + ,u. 
Partial jixpoint logic. FO + p formulas are obtained by repeated applications of FO 
operators (3, ‘v’, V, A, 7) and the partial fixpoint operator, starting from atoms. In par- 
ticular, PT((P(T))(xI , . . . ,xn), where T has arity n and cp( T) has n free variables, and 
the xi are variables or constants, is a formula. Its free variables are the variables in 
the set {xi,. . ,x,} (thus, the variables occurring inside q(T) are not free in pr(q( T)) 
(XI,..., xn)). Partial fixpoint operators can be nested. FO + p queries over a database 
schema ~7 are expressions of the form 
{(Xl r...A) I5(XI,...Jn)), 
where <(xi,. . . ,x,) is a FO + p formula with free variables xi,. . . ,xn. The formula r 
may use relation names in addition to those in a; however, each occurrence P of such 
relation name must be bound to some partial fixpoint operator pp. The semantics of 
FO + p queries is defined as follows. First, note that, given an instance I over o and a 
sentence 6 $ in FO + n, there are three possibilities: $ is undefined on I; $ is defined 
on I and is true; and, $ is defined on I and is false. Given an instance I over 0, the 
answer to the query 
{(Xl ,...J,) I &,,...,&I)) 
6 A sentence is a formula with no free variables. 
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is the n-ary relation consisting of all valuations v of xl,. . . ,x, for which the sentence 
5(4x1 1,. . 3 v(x, 1) 
is defined and true. It has been shown that partial fixpoint logic expresses precisely 
the while queries [4]. 
To force termination, we can make the semantics inflationary by having the assign- 
ment at each step of the induction be cumulative. This will yield an inflationary version 
of p which is defined for all formulas and databases to which it is applied. The 
inflationary version of ~1 is denoted by plnf. It is referred to simply as an inflationary 
fixpoint operator. 
We describe the syntax and semantics of pinf next. 
Inflationary jxpoint operators. The definition of ~l’;“~(cp(Z’)) is identical to that of the 
partial fixpoint operator except that the sequence {T,},,, is defined as follows: 
T,, = 0; 
T, = T,-I Ucp(T,-i), n > 0. 
This definition ensures that the sequence {Tn}nao is increasing: Ti-i 2 Ti for each 
i > 0. Since for each instance there are finitely many tuples which can be added, the 
sequence converges in all cases. 
Adding p inf instead of p to FO yields injlationary fixpoint logic, denoted by FO + 
Clinf 
Injlationary jxpoint logic. The syntax of inflationary fixpoint logic is identical to that 
of the partial fixpoint logic, except that 1-1 i”f is used instead of ,LL Note that inflationary 
fixpoint queries are always defined. 
For example, the transitive closure of a graph G is defined by the FO + pinf query 
{(x,Y) I #(G(x,Y) v MT(x,z) A G(z,Y)))(x,Y)~. 
The set of queries expressible by inflationary fixpoint logic is called the jixpoint 
queries fixpoint). The jixpoint queries [ 151 were originally defined using FO formulas 
and a fixpoint operator binding a predicate symbol T that is free and that appears only 
positively (i.e., under an even number of negations) in the formula. The semantics is 
given by the least fixpoint of the formula, and convergence is guaranteed (because of 
the positiveness restriction) in polynomial time. The equivalence between the definition 
using positive formulas and the definition by inflationary iteration of arbitrary formulas 
is shown in [20]. 
Recall that while and partial fixpoint logic are equivalent. A procedural analog to 
jixpoint can be obtained by using the while language with a “cumulative” semantics 
for the assignment (instead of the standard destructive semantics). With the cumula- 
tive semantics, the result of an assignment P := e is to add the result of e to the 
current content of P. The resulting language defines precisely the @point queries [l]. 
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Nondeterministic jixpoints 
Inflationary and partial fixpoint logics are obtained by iterating inflationary and non- 
inflationary first-order operators, respectively. In both cases, however, the iteration is 
sequential and deterministic. Certain problems, however, seem to defy description by 
such iterations. As an example, consider nonuniversality of finite automata over a bi- 
nary alphabet, which is known to be PSPACE-complete [ 191. That is, we are given 
a finite automaton over the alphabet (0, 1 } and we want to know whether there is 
a word rejected by the automaton. An instance of this problem can be viewed as a 
structure (S. SO, F, cpa, cpi), where S is the set of states, SO is the set of initial states, 
F is the set of accepting states, cpo is the transition relation for the symbol 0 and cpi 
is the transition relation for the symbol 1. To check whether there is a word rejected 
by the automaton, one can simply guess a word and check that it is rejected by the 
automaton. This can be easily described by a nondeterministic iteration of first-order 
operators. 
Following [3], let us now define nondeterministic iteration. Let cpa and (pi be FO 
formulas. This pair of formulas generates convergent sequences of stages that are ob- 
tained by successively applying, till convergence is reached, cpa or cpi. That is, the 
pair generates sequences of the form &St,. . . , S,, where SO = 8, either S;+i = cpo(S;) 
or S,+i = cpi(S;), and cpa(S,) = qi(S,) = S,,,. We call S, a local nondeterministic 
fixpoint of the pair cpa, cpi. Note that the pair ~0, cpi can have more than one local 
nondeterministic fixpoint or none. We define the nondeterministic jixpoint of the pair 
cpa, (pi as the union of all local nondetetministic fixpoints of the pair cpa, cpi. If no local 
nondetetministic fixpoint exists, then we define the nondeterministic fixpoint to be the 
empty set. 
Nondeterministic jixpoint logics are obtained by augmenting FO with the non- 
deterministic (inflationary and noninflationary) fixpoint formation rules, under the 
restriction that negation cannot be applied to nondeterministic fixpoints. 
Therefore, fixpoint logics can be varied along two dimensions: the power of their 
first-order operators, inflationary vs. noninflationary, and the power of their iteration 
construct, deterministic vs. nondeterministic. This (as well as alternating control) is 
studied in [3]. As a uniform notation for these logics, we denote the first dimension by 
superscripts and the second dimension by subscripts. Thus, FP,d denotes deterministic 
inflationary fixpoint logic (FO + pinf above). FP,d denotes deterministic noninflationary 
fixpoint logic (FO + p above), FP: denotes nondeterministic inflationary fixpoint logic, 
and FP,” denotes nondeterministic noninflationary fixpoint logic. In [3], these fixpoint 
logics are studied in depth and their complexity characterized in terms of “relational 
complexity classes”, reviewed in Section 2.3. 
2.2. Injinitary logic 
AS stated above, while cannot compute the evenness query on a set. An elegant 
proof uses the fact that all properties expressible by while have a O-l law, i.e. the 
asymptotic probability that the property holds exists and is either 0 or 1 [24]. It is 
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of interest whether the O-l law holds for more powerful languages. Infinitary logic 
with finitely many variables is a very powerful extension of while that still has a O-l 
law [26]. This provides insight into the factors that limit expressive power in query 
languages. Beyond this aspect, L’&$, provides an elegant unifying formalism for a wide 
variety of query languages [8,26]. 
We first define unrestricted infinitary logic. L,, is first-order logic (FO) extended 
by allowing disjunctions and conjunctions of infinite sets of formulas. 
Definition. The set of injinitary formulas over a database schema G is the smallest 
collection L,, of expressions such that 
1. it contains all FO-formulas over 0; 
2. if cp is an infinitary formula and x a variable, then T(Q), Z~((p),tlx(cp), are also 
infinitary formulas; and 
3. if A is a set of infinitary formulas, then VA and l\A are also infinitary formulas. 
The semantics is the natural extension of FO semantics. We are particularly interested 
by infinitary formulas in which the number of variables is finite. (Each variable may 
occur an unbounded number of times in the formula.) This logic has a O-l law, while 
the unrestricted logic can define all isomorphically closed classes of finite structures 
and, consequently, is of little interest in the context of finite structures. 
Definition. Let k be a positive integer. The set of injinitavy formulas with k variables 
over 0 is the collection L’,,,, of L,, -formulas with at most k variables (with possibly 
infinitely many occurrences) and 
L&,, = fi Lk,,. 
k=l 
Recall that the collection of FO-formulas with at most k variables is also denoted 
FO”. 
2.3. Relational machines 
The fixpoint and while queries can be viewed as programming languages with simple 
control interacting with the databases via a fixed set of FO queries. A natural extension 
of this paradigm is to consider computationally complete computing devices interacting 
with the database via given FO queries. 
A typed relational machine (or simply relational machine) is a Turing machine 
(TM) augmented with a finite set of fixed-arity relations forming a relational store. 
The relational store can be viewed as associative access storage supporting the generic 
portion of the computation, while standard computation is carried out on the tape. 
The machine works as follows. The input is given in designated relations of the store, 
and the result is computed in designated output relations. The tape of the machine is 
a work tape and is initially empty. In addition to changing its internal state, moving 
the head on the tape and writing on the tape, the machine can check whether the store 
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satisfies some FO condition, and assign to a relation the result of an FO query on the 
store. An RM has arity k if all relations in the store have arity at most k and the 
maximum number of variables in its FO queries is at most k (thus, only relations of 
arity at most k are needed in the computation of a relational machine of arity k). 
Thus, relational machine provides arbitrary computation interacting with the database 
by FO queries posed against an abstract interface (the relational store). This captures 
the spirit of database application programs, which often use an FO language (say, 
SQL) embedded in a full programming language (say, C). The TM part of our machine 
models the use of C, whereas the FO queries on the relational store correspond to the 
SQL queries. 
Relational machines were investigated in [5] (under the name “loosely coupled 
generic machine”) and in [7,3]. Computing devices in the spirit of relational machines 
had already been investigated by Friedman [ 181 and Leivant [28], but with a different 
focus: Friedman’s emphasis was on generalizing recursion theory, whereas Leivant’s 
was on logic characterizations of computational complexity on ordered (or enumerated) 
structures. In contrast, the focus on unordered structures lies at the core of the investi- 
gations in [5,7,3]. See [6] for more details on the relationship between these devices. 
A normal form 
We informally describe a powertil normal form for the while language and for 
relational machines, shown in [5,7], which provides a key technical tool. 
Since a relational machine has a TM component, it can perform arbitrarily complex 
computations on the tape. Thus the relational machine is complete on ordered inputs. 
However, it is not complete in general. Indeed, it cannot compute etienness, and in 
fact collapses to FO on sets (unary relation inputs) [5,7]. This wide variation in 
expressive power generalizes the situation for the while language and has similar causes. 
Like while, the relational machine interacts with the databases via a finite set of FO 
queries, which limits its ability to distinguish among tuples in the input. Essentially, 
relational machine can perform any computation on equivalence classes of tuples it 
can distinguish. The information about these equivalence classes can be computed by 
a @point query. 
We next briefly present the normal form for while and extend it to relational ma- 
chines. The normal form for while provides a bridge between computation without 
order and computation with order. It says, intuitively, that each while computation 
over an unordered domain can be reduced to a while computation over an ordered 
domain via a jxpoint query. More precisely, a while program in the normal form 
consists of two phases. The first is a jixpoint query which performs an analysis of 
the input. It computes an equivalence relation on tuples which is a congruence with 
respect to the rest of the computation, in that equivalent tuples are treated identically 
throughout the computation. Thus, each equivalence class is treated as an indivisible 
“block” of tuples, which is never split later in the computation. The jixpoint query 
outputs these equivalence classes in some order, so that each class can then be thought 
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of abstractly as an integer. The second phase consists of a while query which can be 
viewed as computing on an ordered database obtained by replacing each equivalence 
class produced in the analysis phase by its corresponding integer. 
This normal form generalizes to relational machines and, as we shall see, to infini- 
tat-y logic. The normal form says essentially that any relational machine computation 
can be reduced to a relational machine computation over an ordered input via a jix- 
point query. More precisely, for each relational machine M, there exists an equivalent 
machine which works in four phases. The first phase is equivalent to a fixpoint query 
which performs the analysis of the input exactly like for while. In the second phase, 
the result of the analysis is coded on the tape using the integers representing the equiv- 
alence classes. (This is done in polynomial time.) Next, the computation is carried out 
exclusively on the tape. The content of a relation is represented at all times by a 
sequence of integers representing the equivalence classes it contains. Lastly, if the 
simulation halts, the representation of the result (a sequence of integers) is decoded 
from the tape into the output relations. This last phase is not needed if the machine is 
an acceptor. 
Relational complexity 
For Turing machines, the most natural measure of complexity is in terms of the 
size of the input. This measure is not the most natural one for relational machines, 
since such machines cannot measure the size of their input. As discussed above, re- 
lational machines have a limited discerning power, i.e. the power to distinguish be- 
tween different pieces of their input, since they are only able to manipulate their input 
relationally. It turns out that the determining factor in the discerning power of a ma- 
chine is its arity. This suggests that it is natural to measure the size of the input 
to a relational machine of arity k with respect to the discerning power of the re- 
lational machines of arity k. This yields the following equivalence relation among 
tuples: u -k u on input I if no relational machine of arity k can distinguish between 
u and u on input I. The index of this equivalence relation is called the k-size of 
the input. The new measure gives rise to a new notion of computational complex- 
ity, which we call relational complexity, resulting in classes such as P, (relational 
polynomial time) and NP, (relational nondeterministic polynomial time). As shown in 
[5,7,3], there is a natural connection between fixpoint logics and relational complexity 
classes. For example, jixpoint = P, and while = PSPACE, [5,7]. More generally, the 
main relational complexity classes between P, and EXPTIME, (more specifically, P,, 
NP,, PSPACE,, and EXPTIME,) have precise characterizations in terms of fixpoint 
logics [3]. 
3. Effective infinitary logic and relational machines 
In this section, we formalize the notion of effective fragment of J!,!$,, and show the 
correspondence with relational machines. 
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As noted, neither the syntax nor the semantics of LW,,, are effective. To isolate 
natural effective fragments of LW,,, we consider both the syntactic and the semantic 
aspects. This leads to two notions of r.e. L&,-formula: 
l semantic: the set of (finite) models of the formula is r.e.; and 
l syntactic: one can effectively enumerate the “components” of the formula. 
As we shall see, although the two approaches do not lead to the same classes of 
formulas (nor the same sets of models), they are closely related. 
3.1. Semantic approach 
Consider first the semantic approach. 
Definition. A set S of finite structures over some schema CJ is recursively enumerable 
(r.e.) if there exists a recursive enumeration It,. . . , I,. . 1, . of structures over o such that 
I is in S iff some structure isomorphic to I belongs to the enumeration. 
The semantic notion of effective L’&,- formula requires that the set of models of the 
formula be r.e. 
We next characterize the L”,,- formulas whose set of models is r.e. The main result 
shows that these are equivalent to relational machines. This also yields a syntactic 
normal form for such formulas. 
To prove this result, we use a normal form for Lk,, in the style of the normal 
form of [7] for the relational machine. The proof of the normal form for L&W closely 
mimicks the proof of the normal form for relational machines [7], and so is omitted 
(see also [16]). 
A structure is ordered if it contains a binary relation succ containing a successor 
function over the domain of the structure. The normal form reduces query evaluation 
on arbitrary structures to query evaluation on ordered structures. In the next lemma, 
the fact that the resulting structure is ordered is used to encode the structure on the 
tape of a relational machine. 
Lemma 3.1. For each database schema rs and LW,, formula cp over IS there exists a 
database schema oi and a P, relational machine Morder such that: 
(i) given a structure I over a, Morder computes on the tape an encoding of an ordered 
structure I, over a< ; 
(ii) t;;azi;;ta; FY ,“;m’;” f over a i such that for each structure I over a 
1 < 
We now have: 
Theorem 3.2. Let S be a set of jinite structures over some jxed schema a. The 
following are equivalent: 
(i) S is accepted by some relational machine; 
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(ii) S = models(cp)fbr some cp EL&, and S is r.e.; 
(iii) S = moclels(VA), f or some k and recursive set A of FO” sentences. 
Proof. (i) + (iii). Suppose that S is accepted by some relational machine M of arity 
k. We first prove that each accepting computation of A4 can be described by an FOk- 
formula. 
For simplicity, we can assume that the relational store of M consists of a single 
relation, say R, of arity k. We also assume without loss of generality that the machine 
applies a first-order test and a first-order transformation to R whenever it makes a 
transition. Consider an accepting computation CY of M consisting of n transitions. Let 
\Ji, 1 <i <n, be the FO-formula used to test the relational store during at step i of 
this computation, and &, be the FOk-formula applied to modify the store at step i 
(1 d i <n). Assume all formulas use variables among xl,. . ,xk. Observe that the vi’s 
have no free variables and the iji’s have k free variables. 
We associate with x the formula 
cpx = VI(R) A ~12($~(R)) A ... A vn(~n-~(...(~~(Rj)...)). 
(Recall that composition of formulas was discussed in Section 2; in the above, R is 
the carrier of compositions for all formulas.) 
Consider now an input I that yields the accepting computation a. Then vi holds in 
I; v2 in $1(I) (the relational state after the first transition);. . . ; v,~ in the state after 
the (n - 1)th transition. ’ Thus, I satisfies cpI. The converse also clearly holds. Thus, 
an input is accepted by a computation r iff it satisfies pa. , 
Now let A be the set of FOk formulas describing accepting computations of M, i.e., 
A = {cp, / a is an accepting computation of M} 
Since an input is accepted by A4 iff it yields some accepting computation of M, S = 
models(VA). By construction, A is a set of FOk formulas, It remains to show that A 
is recursive. Let cp be a formula and n the number of symbols in cp. If cp corresponds 
to an accepting computation, that accepting computation has at most n transitions. It 
is easy to enumerate the formulas corresponding to accepting computations of at most 
n transitions and to test whether one of them is equal to cp. Thus A is recursive. 
(iii) + (ii): Suppose S = modeZs(V A), for some recursive set A of FOk sentences. 
Let cp = VA. Then cp is in Lk,, It remains to show that S is r.e. To enumerate S, 
one can enumerate (up to isomorphism) the pairs [I,$] where I is an instance and II/ 
is in A, and output I if I /= $. 
(ii) + (i): Suppose that S = models(q) is r.e., where cp E L’&,. Since cp is in Lk,,,, 
we can use Lemma 3.1. Note that, since S is r.e., Morder(S) is also r.e.. A relational 
machine A4 accepting S can be constructed as follows. Given input I, compute first 
M&,,(l) on the tape. Next. M enumerates the encodings of instances in A&d&S) on 
the tape, which is possible since M&-(S) is r.e.. A4 accepts I if Mor,jer(l) is generated. 
’ Note that I),, is not used; it would be needed if we considered a computing device instead of an acceptor. 
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Let us verify that A4 accepts precisely S. Suppose I is accepted by M. Then Morder(Z) 
is in Morder(S), so Morder(l) = k&&,(J) for some J satisfying cp. Also, I, and J, are 
isomorphic. By Lemma 3.1, J, satisfies $, so I, also satisfies I/X. Finally, again by 
Lemma 3.1, I satisfies cp, so I is in S. Conversely, suppose I is in S. Then k&j&z) 
occurs in bforder(s), so M accepts 1. c 
Remark 3.3. The proof of Theorem 3.2 provides additional information on the 
connection between the arity of the machine and the number of variables in the for- 
mulas involved in the statement. Thus, in (i) 3 (iii), the number of variables (k) in 
formulas in A is the same as the arity of M. In (iii) + (ii), the number of variables 
in A and cp is again the same. However, in (ii) + (i), the arity of M may be larger 
than the number of variables in q. 
A refinement of the normal form of Theorem 3.2 is provided by Theorem 5.8 at 
the end of Section 5. It implies that the recursive set A of sentences in the normal 
form is in fact a subset of a set of sentences with very simple shape, which can be 
described in language-theoretic terms using a regular language. The reader will note 
that, although every recursive language is included in a regular language, the analogous 
statement is not true for sets of sentences. That is, not every recursive set of sentences 
is included in a set of sentences described by a regular language (in the sense defined 
in Section 5). 
3.2. The terminating case 
Not surprisingly, terminating machines (i.e., machines that terminate on all inputs) 
are related to recursiveness of models. This is shown in the next result. 
In the following, for each set S of finite structures over a schema CT, S denotes the 
set of finite structures over g that are not in S. 
Theorem 3.4. Let S be a set of jinite structures over some schema 6. The jbllowing 
are equivalent : 
(i) S is accepted by some terminating relational machine; 
(ii) S = models(q) for some p in LLj$, and S is recursive; and 
(iii) S = models(vA) and S = models(/\ B) J br some k and recursive sets A,B oj 
jbrmulus in FO”. 
Proof. (i) + (iii): Suppose that S is accepted by some terminating relational machine 
A4 of arity k. By Theorem 3.2, S = models(vA) for some recursive set A of formulas 
in FOk. By considering the machine obtained by exchanging the final states and the 
nonfinal ones, s = models(v A’) for some recursive set A’ of formulas in FOk. Thus 
S = models(7 VA’) = models(l\B) where B = (7~ 1 cp E A’} is a recursive set of 
formulas in FOk. 
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(iii) 3 (ii): Suppose that S = models(V A) and S = models(r\ B) for some recursive 
sets A, B of formulas in FOk. By Theorem 3.2, it clearly remains to show that s is r.e. 
To see this observe that 3 = models(7 A B) = models(v B’) where B’ = {~cp 1 q E B} 
is a recursive set of of formulas in FO”; and use again Theorem 3.2. 
(ii) + (i): Using twice Theorem 3.2, S and 3 are accepted by relational machines, 
say A4 and A?. Consider the machine which runs both A4 and &’ altematingly, accepts 
if M accepts, and rejects if G accepts. This provides a terminating machine accepting 
exactly S. Z 
Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 provide normal forms for L’&,,1-formulas whose sets of models 
are r.e. or recursive. 
Corollary 3.5. 1. Each L’&,- ormula cp such that models(q) is r.e. is equivalent to 
some Ls,, -formula VA, where A is a recursive set of FO formulas. 
2. For each L&,-f . I ormu a 1 such that models(cp) is recursive, cp is equivalent to 
some L&, -formulas VA, /j B, where A and B are recursive sets of FO formulas. 
We note that the normal form of Corollary 3.5 can be viewed as the effective 
counterpart of a similar result shown for the full Lk,,, in [27]. It is also shown in [27] 
that every formula of Lk,,,j is equivalent to a countable disjunction of FO’-formulas, 
for some 13 k. Furthermore, it follows from [ 161 that this holds also for 1 = k. 
More refined normal forms can be obtained using Theorem 5.8. 
3.3. Syntactic approach 
For the syntactic approach, consider the syntax tree of a given L’$,-formula p. By 
definition, the depth of this tree is bounded by some integer d. Suppose that each node 
in the tree has countably many children. Then each position in the tree is identified by 
a sequence il . . ik of integers, 1 6 k <d. The notion of recursive enumeration of the 
components of the formula is therefore captured by: 
Definition. A formula cp in L’&, is r.e. if 
1. each of its disjunctions and conjunctions is countable; and 
2. there exists a computable function which, given a sequence of integers il . .ik, 
1 <k <d (where d is the depth of the formula), returns the symbol in the position 
denoted by il . . ik in the syntax tree of cp, 
Remark. The above definition is the analog of the definition of the Church-Kleene 
fragment L:jECO, which is the syntactically effective fragment of L,,,C,; see [9]. 
To complete the picture, we next make a connection between the (syntactically) r.e. 
L’&,,l-formulas and relational machines. It turns out that syntactic effectiveness does 
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not guarantee semantic effectiveness. Indeed, we show that the r.e. formulas yield the 
analog of the arithmetic hierarchy defined using relational machines. 
The arithmetic hierarchy based on relational machines is defined in analogy to the 
classical arithmetic hierarchy [29]. More precisely, add oracles for sets of structures 
accepted by relational machines to obtain the first level of the hierarchy; next, add 
oracles on the set of structures that can thereby be accepted; and so on. Let Fe’ 
denote the collection of sets of structures in this hierarchy. 
Proposition 3.6. S = models(q) jbr some r.e. formula cp in L($w iff S is in Ire’. 
Proof. Suppose S = models(q) for some r.e. formula cp in L’&,. The proof that S is 
in Fe’ is a straightforward structural induction on cp. Essentially, an infinite disjunction 
corresponds to a positive use of an oracle for a relational machine, and an infinite 
conjunction corresponds to a negative use of such oracle. Conversely, the accepting 
computations of a relational machine with oracles can be described using an L&,- 
formula. The construction of cp is a generalization of the construction in the proof of 
Theorem 3.2 for (i) + (iii). Thus, cp is build by effectively enumerating the sequence 
of tests yielding each accepting computation. This includes the computations of the 
oracles. It is easily seen that the formula thus generated is r.e. Details are omitted. 0 
It is easily seen that Fe’ coincides on ordered inputs with the classical arithmetic 
hierarchy. Thus, r.e. Ly$,,- formulas can define noncomputable queries. 
Robustness 
It is interesting to note that the model of relational machines (or equivalently, the 
semantically r.e. fragment of L’&,, ) is quite robust. It is possible to extend relational 
machines with more flexible interfaces to the relational store without increasing the 
expressive power of the model. 
One such extension allows to mix relational calculations with integer arithmetics. 
That is, one can allow the use of integer variables (in the style of a known ex- 
tension of while with integer arithmetic [13, 1.51) with increment, decrement, and a 
test for zero; or more generally, the use of integer arithmetic. (Integers can even 
be stored in database relations.) This does not increase the expressive power of the 
model [5,7]. 
Another extension allows dynamic generation of queries. That is, one can add a 
“query tape” to the machine. A machine can generate dynamically (encodings of) FO 
queries using up to k variables on the query tape. The machine can request at any 
time the application of the query on the tape against the relational store, and use it 
either as a test in the control or to assign the result to a relation in the store. This does 
not increase the expressive power of the model either [7]. As will be seen in Section 
4, the expressive power is increased if queries generated by the machine can use an 
unbounded number of variables (such a machine is investigated in [2]). 
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Finally, a third extension allows addressable relations, i.e. the relational store has 
a variable, unbounded number of relations of bounded arity. This extension does not 
affect expressive power either [7]. 
Theorem 3.2 provides a useful tool for proving such robustness results. Indeed, to 
show that a certain acceptor is subsumed by the relational machine, it is sufficient, by 
the equivalence of (i) and (iii), to prove that the set of structures it accepts can be 
defined by an infinite disjunction of a recursive set of FOk formulas. Alternatively, 
by the equivalence of (i) and (ii), it is sufficient to prove that the set of structures it 
accepts is r.e. and is models(cp) for some L&, sentence cp. 
4. JLJ and untyped relational machines 
The relational machine and the infinitary logic L’&, considered so far have 
limited expressive power. The source of the limitation is the bounded arity for the 
machine, and the bounded number of variables for the logic. We consider briefly the 
connection between the machine and the infinitary logic when these restrictions are 
lifted. We show that the results of the previous sections are easily generalized to L,,,, 
and “untyped” relational machines. 
We start by recalling the definition of untyped relational machine. Although the TM 
component of typed relational machines provides ml1 computational power, we saw 
that such machines do plot express all computable queries. (For instance, they cannot 
compute the evenness query.) One can obtain a complete device by allowing untyped 
relations in the relational store, whose arity can vary throughout the computation. The 
resulting device is called untyped relational machine. This is in the spirit of the first 
query-complete language proposed in [14]. An untyped version of while is introduced 
there. This uses an untyped relational algebra with operations applying to relations of 
arbitrary arity. Syntactic restrictions are imposed to guarantee that the result of such a 
program is a relation over a fixed schema, so that the program defines indeed a query. 
It is shown in [14] that untyped while is a complete language. Untyped relational 
machines, which can be viewed as extending untyped while with a tape, are therefore 
also complete (for such machines, the Turing tape is perfunctory). 
For the untyped relational machine (alternatively for the untyped while of [14]), the 
analog of Theorem 3.2 is the following. 
Theorem 4.1. Let S be a set of finite structures over some fixed schema. The fol- 
lowing are equivalent: 
(i) S is accepted by some untyped relational machine; 
(ii) S is r.e. and closed under isomorphism; 
(ii’) S = models(cp) is r.e. for some cp E L,,,,; 
(iii) S = models(v A), for some recursive set A of FO sentences. 
Proof [sketch]. (i) + (ii) is obvious and (ii) + (i) comes from the completeness of 
the untyped while [14]. 
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(i) + (iii) and (iii) =+ (ii’): The proofs are like in Theorem 3.2 except that there 
is no typing restriction. 
(ii’) + (ii): Suppose that S = models(cp) is r.e. for some cp E L,,,,. By hypothesis, 
S is r.e. and since S = modeels( S is closed under isomorphism. 0 
The natural analogs of Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.5 also hold. 
Remark. It is interesting to note that the model of untyped relational machines (or 
equivalently, the semantically r.e. fragment of L,,,, ) is, again, quite robust. For instance, 
an equivalent typed version of the untyped relational machines above has been defined 
in [5] under the name generic r?zachine (GM). A generic machine compensates for the 
typedness by allowing the transfer of data between the relational store and the Turing 
tape. Since it is not possible to “load” a relation on the tape in a deterministic manner, 
this involves parallel computation provided by spawning several “unit GMs” working 
synchronously. 
An alternative is to allow dynamic generation of queries. That is, one can add a 
“query tape” to the machine. The machine can generate dynamically (encodings of) 
FO queries without bound on the number of variables free variables (for the typing 
restriction) on the query tape. The machine can request at any time the application 
of the query on the tape against the relational store, and use it either as a test in the 
control or to assign the result to a relation in the store. This also yields the same 
expressive power. Such a machine is investigated in [2]. 
5. Language-based restrictions of LLw 
In this section, we provide a language-theoretic characterization ofjixpoint and while 
queries as syntactic fragments of infinitary logic’ The crux of the approach is to 
characterize the shape of desired formulas in terms of languages (such as regular 
languages). 
To clarify the idea, we begin with an example. Consider a graph E and the formula 
stating that there is a path from x to y. It is expressed by the following infinitary 
formula: 
CPI =E(~,~~)~(~I)(E(~,~I)AE(~I,Y))V(~~I,~~)(E(~,~I)AE(~I,X~)AE(X~,Y))V... 
In fact, it turns out (cf. [26]) that this can be rewritten using just 3 variables, as the 
formula (~2 = /,I:, p1 where: 
PI@, y) =f~~~e(x,y> 
’ We note that Shemesh and Francez [30] attempted to provide a language-theoretic characterization of 
Datalog queries. Their approach, which is quite different than ours, is in terms of what they call “Datalog 
automata” and it does not completely characterize Datalog queries. 
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where fulse(x, y) denotes the formula x = y A x # y and so defines the empty relation. 
In the first formulation, cpl is in L Q3w whereas in the second, cp2 is in L3,,,. 
Consider the formula (~2 for the connectivity of two vertices, and the set L = { pI ( 
i 3 l}. We will develop a connection between L and language-theoretic formalism. 
Consider 
cp(P(X> .Y)) = a.u, y) v P(x, y) v (lz)[(E(x,z) A (3x)(x = z A P(x, y)))]. 
Observe that 43 can be written as: 
cpCfulse(x, y)) v cp( cpCfulse(x, y))) v . . v q’(fufse(x, y)) v 
using composition of formulas with P as carrier. (Recall that compositions of formulas 
was discussed in Section 2.) 
The connection with languages is based on an analogy between composition of 
formulas and concatenation of symbols. If composition is denoted by concatenation, 
the formula ~2 can be written as j/ cp+, where cp’ = {$(,false) 1 i3 l}; this highlights 
clearly the analogy with regular languages. 
We now develop more formally the analogy between languages and formulas. Let (T 
be a database schema and C a finite set of FOk-formulas each of which is of the form 
q(P) with P $! CJ and cp is over aU{P}. For each such formula y(P), the relation P is 
its carrier of compositions. Let q(P) and $(Q) b e in C such that the number of free 
variables of $(Q) equals the arity of P; then the composition (rl/cp)(Q) = (p($(Q)) of 
$(Q) and q(P) yields a formula whose carrier of compositions is Q. Let C* denote 
the closure of C under composition of formulas. 
Let r be a finite alphabet and h a mapping from P to Z. The mapping h is extended 
to a partially defined homomorphism from P* to C* by h(ab) = h(a)h(b) if the 
composition of h(a) with h(b) is well defined. This can be further extended from 
lunguages over P to FO” formulas by 
h(L) = V{~(IV)(~LIISP) 1 M; E L and h(n)) is well defined} 
Note that h(ar a,) is a formula whose carrier of compositions is the carrier of 
compositions of h(a,), say Q of arity q. The formula h(ur . . . a,) is therefore a formula 
over 0 U {Q}. To obtain a formula over 0, h(u, . . . a,) is composed with the natural 
extension of j&e to arity q, defining the empty q-ary relation. By abuse of notation, we 
continue to denote this extension by false. Thus, h(w)(fulse) is in all cases a formula 
over cr. 
Fact. It is easily cerijied that, with r, h and 2 us above, the language 
{w E r* / h(w) is well defined) 
is a vegulur lunguage. 
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Thus, if L is a language, the subset of L consisting of the words w for which h(w) 
is well defined is of the form LnR, where R is regular. Recall that all standard classes 
of formal languages are closed under intersection with regular sets. 
By abuse of notation, we use the formula h(a) instead of a as a letter of the alphabet 
r. So, for instance, for two formulas ‘p and II/, we will refer to the language cp*$ 
meaning h(a*b) for some alphabet {a,b} and the homomorphism h such that h(u) = cp 
and h(b) = $. 
Let .5! be a set of languages. An Lk,,, -formula 5 is said to be Y-definable (or 
simply 9’) if it is h(L) for some L in 9 and some h. One can thus define the regular 
formulas, the context-free, or context-sensitive formulas. 
We first characterize whi2e in language-theoretic terms. 
Theorem 5.1. A query is in while if it is definable 611 a regular L”,,,)-formula 
Proof. By [4], while is equivalent to the partial fixpoint logic FO + ~1. Furthermore, 
it is also shown in [4] that the partial fixpoint logic hierarchy collapses, i.e. only one 
application of the fixpoint operator is needed. More precisely, each FO + p formula 
is equivalent to a FO + p formula of the form prq(T)(t), where cp is in FO and t 
is a vector of variables and constants. The role of t is to perform a selection and/or 
projection on the fixpoint pLrcp(T). Then each while query can be written as v cp*$ 
for some FO-formulas cp and II/, where cp is the FO formula that is iterated, and $ 
tests whether the fixpoint has been reached and if so performs the final selection and 
projection. Thus, every query in Mahile is definable by a regular L&,-formula. 
Conversely, let 5 be a regular Lk, -formula. That is, 5 is h(L) for some regular 
language L. Let A be a finite-state automaton that accepts L. A nondeterministic re- 
lational machine can compute the query 4 by guessing a path from a starting state 
to an accepting state in A and applying the formulas that correspond to the letters 
along that path. The machine does not use the tape at all. Recall the nondeterministic 
fixpoint logics defined in Section 2. It is easy to see that acceptance by the machine 
can be defined by a formula in nondeterministic partial fixpoint logic FP,“, which by 
[3] coincides with FP,d, i.e., while. Thus 5 is in while. 0 
The above proof provides a nonobvious normal form for all regular L’!&-formulas. 
Corollary 5.2. Each regulur L&,, -form& is equivalent to a regular L”&,-formula of 
the form cp*$. 
We next consider the @point queries. The language-theoretic characterization of 
fixpoint queries is in terms of one-letter languages and inflationary formulas. A language 
L is a one-letter end-marked (olem) language if it is over a two-letter alphabet {a,b} 
and it is a subset of the language a*b. Intuitively, we can think of L as a language 
over the one-letter alphabet {a} with the end-marker b. A formula q(T) over schema 
0 U {T} is i@ationary with respect to T if for each finite structure I over 0 U {T}, 
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Z(T) C: q(Z). Similarly, cp(T) is monotonic with respect to T if for all structures Z.J 
over au(T) such that Zlo = Jlo and Z(T) C.Z(r), q(Z) C q(J). Note that the property 
of being inflationary and monotonicity are orthogonal. 
We will also use the following. 
Definition. A formula x of L’&, is a regular inflationary formula if it is h(L) for 
some regular language L described by some regular expression e such that, for each 
alphabet symbol a occurring under * in e, h(a) is an inflationary formula with respect 
to its carrier of compositions. If in addition L is an olem language, j! is a regular 
inflationary olem formula. 
Thus, in a regular inflationary formula, only the formulas applied recursively need 
be inflationary; the others are unrestricted. 
One can define regular monotonic formulas in complete analogy to regular 
inflationary formulas, by replacing the word “inflationary” by “monotonic” in the pre- 
ceding definition. 
Theorem 5.3. A query is in fixpoint if it is definable by a regular in$ationary olem 
L’&,-formula. 
Proof. The “only-if” part is similar to Theorem 5.1, and uses the fact that each jxpoint 
query can be defined by a formula of the form IT&T)(~), where cp is an FO formula 
inflationary in T [20]. Indeed, this yields the regular inflationary olem language cp*$, 
where $ performs the projection and selection corresponding to t. There is no need 
here for $ to test whether the fixpoint is reached since q(T) is inflationary in T. Note 
that $(r) is monotonic (but not inflationary) in T. 
For the “if” part, consider a regular inflationary olem LW,,,, formula V. Then there 
exists a regular language included in a’b such that v = V{h(w) 1 w E L}, where 
h(a) = v(T), h(b) = I&T), and q(T) is inflationary in T. The proof that v can be 
evaluated in jixpoint uses the fact that fixpoint = P, (see Section 2.3 for the definition 
of P, - relational polynomial time). In view of this result, it suffices to show that v can 
be evaluated by a P, relational machine. Suppose cp( ?“) is over the signature 0 U {T} 
and let k be the number of variables occurring in q. Since q(T) is inflationary with 
respect to T, for each input I over c there exists an integer n, bounded by the k-size 
of I, such that for each i > n, cp’(false) = qY(false). It follows that \: is equivalent 
on Z to 
V{h(aib) 1 d’b EL, j<n}. 
A P, relational machine evaluating 11 on input I works as follows. First, compute the 
k-size of I. Next, compute n (the k-size of I) and write on the tape the word a”. 
Then scan a” from left to right; for each j<n, the machine tests whether ajb E L (by 
simulating the fsa for L). If ajb E L, h(ajb) is evaluated and the result added to a 
designated output relation. Clearly, this computes v in P,, so v is in jxpoint. 0 
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Observe that in the “only-if” part of the above proof the assumption that the regular 
language L is over a single letter (apart from the end-marker) is crucial. Indeed, if there 
are at least two letters, then there are exponentially many words of length bounded by 
the k-size of the input. Then a deterministic exhaustive enumeration of such words can 
no longer be done in P,. Instead, nondeterminism would be required in the relational 
machine, to guess candidate words. This would lead to an NP, computation, no longer 
in jixpoint (unless P = NP). 
Remark 5.4. (i) It is easily seen that the proof of Theorem 5.3 continues to hold if 
“inflationary” is replaced by “monotonic”. 
(ii) As a consequence of the preceding proof, every regular inflationary (or 
monotonic) olem L’$.,, formula v is equivalent to a regular inflationary (or mono- 
tonic) olem L&,, formula of the form q*$, where $ is monotonic. Thus, the normal 
form in Corollary 5.2 extends to regular inflationary (or monotonic) olem formulas. 
We next consider the connection between other fixpoint logics and L’&,,] formulas. 
In the following, we show that regular inflationary formulas correspond to the non- 
deterministic injlationary fixpoint logic (FPf ) of [3]. 
Theorem 5.5. A query is in FPY $f it is de$nahle bJ> a regular inflationary L&, 
j&mula. 
Proof. The “only if” part is immediate, since the computations corresponding to a 
FP: formula can be easily described as compositions of inflationary formulas, except 
for final selections/projections which are only monotonic. The possible sequences of 
compositions resulting from the nondeterministic choices can be described by a regular 
language, where only letters corresponding to inflationary formulas appear under *. 
For the “if” part, we use the result from [3] that FP: defines precisely the structures 
in NP,, i.e. those accepted by a nondeterministic relational machine of arity k in time 
polynomial in the k-size of the input (see Section 2.3). Let cp be a regular inflationary 
LL formula equal to h(L) for some regular language L. A relational machine can 
check cp in time polynomial in the k-size of the input because it need consider only 
words in L of length polynomial in that k-size. This follows from the fact that the 
formulas appearing under * are inflationary. Then the machine simply guesses a word 
in L no longer than some polynomial bound, then applies the formulas corresponding 
to the letters in the word. 0 
The characterization of FP: is no longer true if “inflationary” is replaced by “mono- 
tonic”. We next show that regular monotonic LW,,- formulas can express precisely while. 
Since while expresses PSPACE-complete problems and FP/’ lies within NP, it follows 
that FP: cannot be described by regular monotonic formulas, unless NP = PSPACE. 
Proposition 5.6. A query is in while $ it is dqjinable by a regular monotonic L$,,,- 
jbrmula. 
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Proof. By Theorem 5.1, \rhife expresses all regular L’&,, formulas, so in particular 
monotonic ones. 
Consider the “only if” part. Every while query can be written as prq(T)(t), where 
cp( T) is a first-order formula. For simplicity, suppose the input I is a binary relation. 
Let dom denote the constants occurring in the input. We claim that the while query 
can be written as cxv*fl, where: 
l cc(l) produces the characteristic function of I, i.e. 
where 0 and 1 denote two distinguished constants. Note that it can be checked by a 
first-order sentence whether a given ternary relation defines a characteristic function 
over dom2, whether it includes the definition of a characteristic function, or whether 
it is included in one; 
0 v(T) is: 
- a(cp(71,*o~=“,,,(r))) if T is the encoding of a characteristic function over dom2, 
- (domU (0, 1 })3 if T strictly includes the definition of a characteristic function over 
dom’. and 
- 0 otherwise. 
l fi checks that a fixpoint of cp had been reached and performs the final selection- 
projection corresponding to the tuple f. 
It is easily verified that v is monotonic in T. On the other hand, x and /? are not 
monotonic. Clearly, XV*/I defines the same query as the while query ,~rcp(T)(t). 0 
The above proof provides another normal form for regular L&,-formulas. 
Corollary 5.7. For each regulur LW,,, formula there exists an equivalent regular L&,,, 
formula of the form cd/J, where v is monotonic with respect to its carrier. 
Note that the formula a cannot be omitted in the normal form above. Indeed, a 
formula of the form v*p where v is monotonic, is expressible in Jixpoint. It follows 
that there are while queries for which CI cannot be omitted, unless @point = while 
(which is equivalent to P = PSPACE [5]). 
To conclude the paper, we revisit the normal form for semantically r.e. L&,,,-formulas 
provided by Theorem 3.2, in light of the language-based framework developed above. 
The normal form in (iii) of Theorem 3.2 says that each semantically r.e. L&,,,-formula 
can be written as VA where A is a recursive set of FO”-formulas for some k. Consider 
a C~,- formula cp = VA in such normal form. To test satisfaction of 9 by a structure f, 
one has to (i) identify an appropriate disjunct, say $ E A, and (ii) test whether I k $. 
Observe that the recursiveness of A is of little help in identifying 4. In particular $ 
may be arbitrarily large, so there is no bound on the size of candidate disjuncts. We 
next provide an alternative, more refined normal form. Intuitively, the normal form 
allows to compute efficiently a sentence $ that the input I satisfies, such that I b VA 
iff li/ E A. Thus, the problem of checking satisfaction of VA by I is reduced to checking 
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membership of a particular sentence in A. More precisely, in the normal form VA is 
replaced by h(L), where L is an r.e. language, and h maps letters of its alphabet to FOk 
formulas, for some k. Furthermore, L and h have the following additional properties. 
For each structure I, there is at most one disjunct h(w) of h(L) that I may satisfy, 
and w is small (polynomial in the k-size of I). Moreover, one can compute from I, in 
time polynomial in the k-size of I, a word WI such that 1 satisfies h(w,), and 1 b h(L) 
iff h(w,) is one of the disjuncts in h(L), i.e. WI E L. This is similar to a result of 
[3], where it is shown that acceptance by a relational machine can be reduced to the 
question of membership of a word in a language by a P,-reduction. The difference lies 
in how the language is used here to describe the shape of L$,, formulas in normal 
form. 
The normal form is stated next. Note that it is important to use w as a representation 
of h(w), since the size of h(w) can be exponential in the size of w. 
Theorem 5.8. Let cp be u semantically r.e. LW,, sentence over some schema o-. Then 
there exists an r.e. language L over an alphabet 2, and a homomorphism h from C 
to FO formulas such that: 
1. models(q) = models(h(L)), und 
2. there exists u P, relational machine which, for each I, computes on the tape u 
Mlord WI over C such that 
I b h(L) !fl WI E L. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, there exists a relational machine A4 accepting exactly the 
structures satisfying cp. Without loss of generality, assume M is in normal form, i.e. 
first analyzes the input I, then transfers the result of the analysis to the tape (so far 
in P,) and finally computes exclusively on the tape. Let MO be the restriction of M 
corresponding to its analysis and transfer phase. We may further assume that: 
1. the relational store has just a single relation T in addition to the input relations; 
2. each transition ri in Ma involves a test \li and a transformation $; of the relational 
store; and, 
3. & and IJ?, are syntactically distinct for each i # j (although they may be equivalent). 
Consider an input I and the computation of A40 on I. Let the sequence of transitions 
applied in this computation be 
Si, . ..Tj., 
with corresponding transformations 
$i, ...h-, 
and tests 
vi, . . . vi,-, \‘j,. 
The sequence of transitions ri, . . . 7,” can be thought of as a “trace” of the computation. 
Indeed, it fully characterizes the computation of A40 on I. Therefore, it also determines 
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the eventual acceptance or rejection of I by M. Lastly, note that the above sequence 
can be computed in P,, simply by following the computation of A40 on Z and writing 
on the tape the sequence of tests and transformations applied. 
Now, it is easy to find a formula stating that the computation of ~I40 on I leads to 
the sequence of transitions TV, . TV,,. The formula is: 
It now suffices to transform this into a composition of formulas. To do this, we will 
use formulas that propagate the result of the tests vi by adding a tuple which flags 
any violation of some test along the path. At the end, it is necessary to test the non- 
existence of the flag (this is done by an end-marker end). The formula uses a carrier 
T which extends T by one coordinate; this is needed to perform the flagging, More 
precisely, let k be the arity of T, and 7 a relation of arity k + 1. The new formula is: 
U,, o...oH,,,oend. 
Each formula Oj has the following semantics: on input J (of arity k + I), 
1. if J contains a tuple with a 0 in the last column (flagging an earlier failure of some 
test), f),(J) = J; 
2. otherwise, if rc..k(J) k v;, 0,(J) = (6) w h ere 6 is a (k + I)-tuple consisting only 
of O’s (this flags the violation of v;); 
3. otherwise, O,(J) = $;(7t..k(J)) x { (1)) (th’ p f IS er orms the transformation of the store 
by $i), 
Finally, end is true iff there is no 0 in the last column of J (this ensures that all tests 
V, were satisfied along the way). Clearly, the f!Ii, and end, are in FO. 
Now for each I (leading to an accepting computation or not), let cp~ = U,, 0. . . o Hin o 
end be the formula thereby obtained. Let C = {at,. . , a,z, b}, h(b) = end and h(ai) = Oi 
for each i. For input I such that (PI = f3;, 0. . . o Oi” o end, let WI be ai, . . a,nb. Clearly, 
WI can be computed in P, and I b h(w,). Finally, let L = {WI / M accepts I}. It is 
now easy to see that L and h satisfy the conditions of the theorem. c1 
It is interesting to note that the above normal form can be extended to arbitrary 15’&,,, 
sentences, not necessarily semantically r.e. We have the following: 
Corollary 5.9. Let 9 he an L’$, sentence over some schema (T. Then there exists a 
lunyuuge L ouer an alphabet C, und a homomorphism h from C to FO formulas such 
that. 
1. models( cp) = models( h(L)), und 
2. there exists a P, relutionul machine which, ,ftir each I, computes on the tape a 
word WI oL)er C such that 
i + h(L) $j’” w/ E L. 
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Fig. I. Fixpoint logics, relational complexities and language characterizations 
Proof. Let cp be a Lk,,, sentence over g. Let =k be the equivalence relation on struc- 
tures over o defined by I =k J iff I and J satisfy the same sets of Lk,,,, sentences. It 
follows from [5,7] (see also [16]) that there exists a P, relational machine A4 whose 
computation trace (as described in the proof of Theorem 5.8) uniquely identifies an 
equivalence class of %k. That is, 1 =k J iff the trace (sequence of transitions) of M on 
I is the same as the trace of M on J. Since models(cp) is a union of equivalence classes 
of =k, it can be defined as the disjunction of the sentences describing the traces of 
A4 on the equivalence classes in models(q). The remainder of the proof is essentially 
identical to the proof of Theorem 5.8. 0 
Theorem 5.8 shows that the answer to a L’&, query is entirely captured by very 
simple formulas (the formulas cp[ above), which can be computed in P,. Beyond P,, 
the complexity of the query is due entirely to the complexity of the language L. This is 
made precise in a last result which provides a characterization of relational complexity 
classes in terms of L’&, formulas. 
Theorem 5.10. Let 9? be a time or space complexity class of finite structures over 
some signature o, such that %? is above P and polynomially closed set of bounding 
functions. Let S be a set of structures over o. Then S is in Wr i$r there exists 
a language L (over an alphabet C) in %, and a homomorphism h from C to FO 
formulas, such that 
1. models(q) = models(h(L)), and 
2. there exists a P, relational machine which, for each I, computes on the tape a 
word wt over C such that 
I b h(L) if w-1 E L. 
Proof. Straightforward using the construction in the proof of Theorem 5.8. fi 
Results of [3] are combined with the results of this section in Fig. 1. (Recall that 
“olem” means one-letter end-marked.) 
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